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spurred by nonhuman interfaces. A map of “environmental
tolerance zones” shows a human figure surrounded by two
circular concentric circles and radiating vectors representing
environmental stimuli such as noise, light, carbon dioxide, atmos-
pheric pressure, and so on. The innermost circle represents the
“environmental comfort zone,” where an ergonomic
interface would mitigate harmful effects of the environment.
Space centers on the human, and the interface produces com-
fort. A nonhuman interface requires a different diagram—
one in which the human moves to the fringe of some massive
entity with unknown dimensions. Vectors emanate from the
entity and intersect the human obliquely. The interface is
the sliver of provisional contact between the human and the
environment or hyperobject. Where Dewey’s map is a closed
system in which humans remain central and protected, in a
nonhuman map humans occupy the edges of spaces that e-
manate from hyperobjects. This is where design today speculates
on new types of interfaces and where radically novel forms of
human engagement with the world can be proposed.

Francois Roche
& Camille Lacadée

MMYST vs. concrete[i]land

Preamble
The play is between two characters, twins Thanatos and Hypnos,
using machines and mind machines as alibis for their obsessions,
as a correlation of their phantasms, an extension of their own
niche of discourse. In the following dialogue, they add to the
recurrent debate: scientific idealism vs. anthropocentrism.

Thanatos embodies a Georges Bataille–addicted subject,
using every excuse to manipulate and extract what lies under
the carpet, hidden because it constitutes scatological, improper,
incorrect matter that is pushed away from the visible spectrum
daily social routine. With his pathological motion–emotion
tracking, he perennially tries to demonstrate the discordance
between scientific assumptions and human contingencies—
proving through their respective failures, like a Nietzschean
research on vitalism, the life and death drives, simultane-
ously, as an aesthetic of their confrontation, antinomy, and
direct antagonism, navigating through the traceability of
their ambiguous sweating secretions, stinky metabolism,
and necrosis. His cynicism is not cynical in the contemporary
manner, but refers to E.M. Cioran, whose History and Utopia
definitively ruins any Enlightenment idealism.

His venture, concrete[i]land, is a small library located in
Makkasan, one of Bangkok’s slum villages. Its components are
made of mud–dirt–turd, the human matter leaking from the
slum on pilates to the ground below in a loop: from the fruit
of the earth to its rejection by the digestive belly–village to
the open-air sewage that surrounds the pilates...now piling
up to the level of the visible, the unsmellable. The books in this
alchemical library are burned and vectorized via the carbon
residues of their ashes for an immaterial and psychic trans-
action. The readers become sniffers of condensed words and
particles in suspension, a kind of cultural meandora... eas-
ily accessible, stirring-stilling, barely bearable, immersive-
emotional, self-suggested content. To provoke or transgress
the situation, after two months of sniffing the first book was
read aloud in a robotic secretion session guided by a real-time
sensor interface. The reading of the book affected the move-
ment of the robot, agitating the nozzle’s trajectory through
a seismograph sensitized to the amplitude and frequency of
the reader's voice. To some degree, the content of the writing,
became imprisoned in the matter as a whisper haunting the
walls, the ground, and the ceiling.

Hypnos, meanwhile, defends the possibility of articu-
lati ng, negotia ting, and eventually transcending Thanatos's
antagonism with a holistic vision of relationships over
objects, a permanent energy of negotiation, sharing, com-
pensation, and unusu alism, where the process of fabrication is
politically oriented in order to develop a kind of syneth esia
between science and anthropo logy through a zone of sensitiv-
ity (not sentimentalit y), flitting with science-mythicism in
a sort of Wittgensteinian vision of the world's border, where
informe and informal are constituant... in an instrumentali-
esthetic strategy.

Her scheme, MMYST, an experimental farm-report in
Krabi, Thailand, is based on a strategy of mutual exchange
between two species - humans and swiftlets — where a
human shelter and an artificial bird cave are intertwined.

Mutualism between humans and swiftlets is here an
exchange of substances and ambiances in a scenario of recip-
rocal benefit. Swiftlets make their nests from strands of their
saliva, a by-product of their diet of living insects, which they

swallow while flying by night over the tropical forest. This
saliva hardens when exposed to air. Eating swiftlet's-nest
soup is believed to help humans maintain a balanced qi (life
energy) and reinforce the immune system. The humans in
turn maintain the fragile conditions needed for the the birds'
reproduction, controlling their indoor habitats through tem-
perature, humidity, reverb noises, shadows...

This emerging farm is located on an existing black sub-
strate, a petrified lava flow where a robotic excavator builds up a
continuum of black, lava-like strands, intertwined and knotted.

To introduce stochasticity into its trajectories, the movement
of the nozzle is directly perturbed, in real time, by the robot's
very noises. The sounds (machine clicks, joint movements,
 pneumatic pistons) of the predictable programmed work mod-
ify in real time the path of the extension, a stuttering feedback
coming from the intrinsic protocol of doing, increasing the
intricate meanderings of the tool in an always-inaccurate posi-
tioning loop. Continuing the morphology of the existing habi-
tats, MMYST organizes gradations between several identified
structures as a fragile equilibrium between animal, vegetable,
and mineral (lava rope morphologies)... a way of territori-
alis ing technologies, but as a condition to be defined through
indeterminate and unpredictable loopholes.
In the dispute below, these two visions of robotics – as a metaphorical instrument in pursuit of Deleuze and Guattari’s “bachelor machines” and as a scientific holistic paradigm – are in conflict. They both appear as subterfuges, thus the hermeneutic of the conflict itself is lost in this endless debate, which lies at the origins of anthropotechnics.

While the projects seem antagonistic, they share the same tooling: a six-axis robot, which becomes the system (systemism) of their antagonism as well as the vector, the proof, and the apparatus articulating the content of their dispute. Finally, the robot seems to be a pretext... an artifact or a catalyst able to open the door of exchange... between their thoughts...

***

HYP: In your scenario for concrete[land], do you think proposing to sniff books’ ashes instead of reading them could be considered serious? Smelling inks seems like the sort of useless intervention pro bono flag carriers usually do... while you take people hostage of your insane brain...

THAN: The slum needs trespassing, transgression, intellectual polemic... Why should politically correct moralists invade this situation? As a feedback for your own guilt, to wash your small criminal enterprise?... Do you think they need architects and NGOs... to be evangelized and brainwashed?

The mind-machine recipe calls for pataphysical ingredients, where science is used as a vector of narration and production, intertwined, in an indistinct Siamese-twin relationship, with the dependencies between metaphysics and anthropology. Remember that Leibniz never trespassed the description, the analysis, or the decoding of phenomena under the pretense of unveiling the reasons, the origins of those phenomena, considering the border between the explained and the unexplained as subject to being pushed ever further, as displacing instead of erasing itself, and therefore embracing the unexplainable as a necessity, a given. Since the Age of Enlightenment, the belief in science as a religious credo cannot minimize the pathology of human nature nor the ontological debate between Plato and Aristotle... The scientific and industrial barbarity of the 20th century is no longer considered an error of modernity, a perversion of history, but is its cynical and intentional accomplishment.

HYP: Humph!
THAN: Coming back to concrete... The voice of the reader affects the design process and the mechanical tooling, injecting the dust as a permanent anomaly in the craftsman’s gesture, which has been lost by industrialization and reproduction (remember Walter Benjamin) organizing the multiplication of desires. The system is, in our case, driven by lines of subjectivity and lines of fabrication in an intricate assemblage. Whispering, reading, sniffing, cheating, thieving, is all part of the “noosphere,” dating the origins of human impact on the planet to the initial thought of the mastery of techniques and speech..."

HYP: To call primitivism, stavism, paganism, a religious decline, a strategy of ungrowth, to use technology with a neo-new-age flavor in your ideology of human dejection — where machines are extracting, transforming, reaggregating our stomach’s rejects — seems quite inefficient in terms of operative negotiation, dialogue, exchanges, intimacies, and extrimacies... I think this is just a pose, a dandy posture to announce a form of widespread good conscience — and on this I almost agree with you — but it is only intellectual and has no real effect or consequence...

THAN: I receive your critique, but it sounds to me like there is a dishonesty in the way you formulate a kind of disassembled hygiene, in fact masking repulsion for unseemly matter... Don’t forget Plato’s book, and the dialogue between Socrates and Parmenides where the first, as the voice of Plato, disqualifies matter that is not coming from any “essence,” such as hairiness, menstrual blood, dust, etc... But in an ecological time, where we have to reconsider the entire passage, entropy, of substances, whether material or immaterial, objective or subjective, the ones under the carpet have the same legitimacy as the ones above it... Following a certain order, they are consubstantial, depending on the traceability of their chemical transformation, with what we cultivate, cook, swallow, digest, metabolize, shit, decompose, decompost, recycle, as a nutritional loop, where the full cycle is visible. Technologies have replaced the cleaning pigs of the European medieval city... the pig is now a physiological and mechanical machine we have designed and raised...

HYP: Oh please, don’t start quoting Bataille’s Story of the Fly or any other Eros epigone to test my resistance to repulsion! We cannot always regress to this old addictive antagonism and call for the forbidden as a way of liberation from the norms and rules of an ideal... I agree that the forbidden is a tool to pass through a door, but we must go farther than that... Give up your moralistic view of the world!

You know the origins of this dispute, between Aristotle and Plato, between the paradigm of a supreme order only reachable through abstraction, ideas, and mathematics, and on the other hand the sensible, perception as a permanent illusion, as a work of the mind, condemning us to negotiate the here and now — always here and now — in a human exchange with matter... Whereas mathematics is an artificial projection, detached from a sensible zone, arrogant and disdainful. But it’s too easy and even false to choose one or the other; they were just tools for thinking... and today, after the 20th century, which simultaneously organized an almost religious ideology of progress and, in parallel, the sophisticated inhumanity of warfare — both sides of the same coin, justifying needs, inventions, technologies... and guilt.

So you, after a century of scientific hoax, you think about going back to the mud in a medieval escape... Very well, but to transgress the forbidden is somehow to accept...
is, it is working within the rule, within the system, it is even expected... and capitalism is waiting for you, nasty little pig... hahah! To chew and spit you out in a smoother shape, one which can be sold. What about questioning this abolishing “forbidden” even just for a while? What about reaching the absurd, where there is no such thing as the forbidden...?

THAN: There’s a mathematical shape folding on your argument. Do you remember that Gilles Deleuze’s fold was simultaneously topological, linked to the baroque, and psychological, a drift of the fold of the soul, of the fold of Artaud...?

The notion of subjectivity in Félix Guattari’s Schizoanalytic Cartographies, or Anti-Ethiques with Deleuze, was oriented to redefine a new political mapping. The goal was to provoke an articulation between bodies and machines (real, virtual, pathophysical, subjective...), which escapes the system of control, survey, and “overcoding”... far away from navel-gazing performances and popular autocelebrations. Guattari developed a kind of ethic-aesthetics called cosmophy. Lines of subjectivity were a strategy to face the system via a stuttering schizophrenic behavior... to disturb the phenomenon of centering, unification, totalization, integration, hierarchization, and finalization... by and through aesthetics...

HYP: I agree that we are pulled and pushed in contradictory modes of exchange, and perhaps they are consummated with the planet’s equilibrium/disequilibrium... and so, we cannot romanticize a lost nature, the idealized Holocene, any longer... now that we are condemned to evolve in a so-called Anthropocene epoch, in thermodynamic flux, unstable and improbable, in additive-subtractive mode... Yes, we are definitively shaping the planet with our own substances, physical, physiological, psychological – our psyche has to be counted in the balance. The natures of the Anthropocene are sources of feedback-backlash, of stuttering vibrations, a sort of eco-machinist-masochism, in the double paradox of Labov, observed and observing, object and subject, actor and spectator, vector of this mise en abyme.

But all this is again and again about contradictions. I prefer misunderstandings or even compromises. Misunderstanding is the condition of an exchange, not a contradiction. I would disagree with the idea of choice – in fact, I think about a sort of permanent mode of compromise, of approximate exchanges and transitory transactions of matter between species, but also between machines, contingencies of codependencies.

It’s in fact enlightening to look at where the word fabrication comes from, to remember that it contains the idea of a fake – etymologically: made by or resulting from art, artificial, from the Latin factūris/factus, “artificial,” and from factus, “elaborate, artistic,” past participle adjective from facere, “to make, do; perform; bring about; endure, suffer; behave; suit, be of service” – thus the idea of an artifice... So what do we make of fabricated things? Are they mere illusions?

I do not think in terms of objects but in terms of relations, of trajectories, of embedded intentions... in fact, there are no such things as objects, it’s a well-known factious fact.

Does this mean that the way we project physical reality as a reality is suspicious? An illusion of values? In this case fabrication could be assimilated to a Decameron strategy, stretching time to feed our need for illusion and embedding emotions, feelings, intentions, desires, drives... Physical objects do have a mood...! We just have to reveal their DNA; shape and form have a psychology, as Gaston Bachelard told us. There’s no need to overcode their existence with overpathetic metaphor: “Do not change anything, so that everything is different,” Jean-Luc Godard said, inviting us to extract intrinsic transformations from the entropy of a system itself.

THAN: You confuse workism and speculative materialism... Using a robot is not the clue, but a vector of disalienation, de-positivism... to complete a transaction between
technologies and anthropologies, animism, machinism, and vitalism... from inside the main discourse, from inside the expertise, which excludes and discriminates in order to create ivory tower positions.

Design should be reevaluated as the opposite of its English definition, which lost its validity over the last 20 years to become exclusively determined by performance and role: "Design is the creation of a plan or convention for the construction of an object or a system," says the English Wikipedia. The French definition includes the notion of décrire/« dessiner » - intentions and means, gestalt and Gestaltung: "Le design est la création d'un projet en vue de la réalisation et de la production d'un objet (produit, espace, service) ou d'un système, qui se situe à la croisée de l'art, de la technique et de la société," says the French Wikipedia — in the mistic of process and discovery.

HYP: Your belief in placing being at the origin of the existence of all phenomena, where perception and logic are incestuously consubstantial, seems to be a gift to Pathos, submerged by your emotional addiction.

THAN: With your supposed or pretended holistic virtue, driven by a kind of scientific neo-Rousseauism, could you explain the difference between your discourse and fashionable green-washing?!... And what is a robot doing in this story of fabrication, of factitiousness? In terms of attitude and meaning in a transforming climate, how could you renegate the substance, whether material or immaterial, objective or subjective, sweet or repulsive, to face the filthy, grimy, grubby, mushy, drizzly condition of our mind!

It's very easy, quite comfortable, to stay at a level of hygienizing meanings and means for an ideological yearning for progress, paternalizing human nature in deaf-mute blind behavior. For instance, "fighting climate paranoia" implies escaping from the established post hygienist discourse, greenish simulacrum, or technofetishist ingenuity... disqualifying the propaganda of the neo-petit bourgeois franchise, refusing the chic, the smart, the fair, the fake, immaculate vintage life décor, Pierre Bourdieu's habitus for the techoind Teleshiny world... whose consumerist lifestyle pollutes more than ever...

At the opposite of this weak, immaculate immaturity, this inoculated memory, nature's life-death cycle produces nitrogen, smells, stinks... the conditions of its recurring rebirth.

HYP: MMXST integrates the feedback of its own running process to increase its degree of complexity and uncertainty. This Heineberg strategy uses the noises of the device to disturb the vector on its own stuttering toad path via a real-time sensor interface, creating an open loop of variation where the nozzle's position is defined by a conditional location... where the nozzle is never where it is supposed to be, moving to a should-be position it will never reach, sensitive to new packets of iterative information being sent, a loop of permanent reorientation. It affects the movement, the speed, and the trajectory of the machine... This indeterminacy, coming from a nonlinear input, develops the artifact by itself, the heuristic emerging shape, which uses the digital as a zone of passage able to generate conflict.

We don't abuse metaphor in a ridiculous anthropomorphology like you do, but we make uncertainty a strategy of knowledge... from the logic of the system itself. Our indeterminacy is a process of legitimation, of research, the opposite of yours, which is managed by storytelling, by an exogenous
material of suppression and interpretation, of semiology, determined by the linguistics of poststructuralism and spread as "French Theory."

You are trapped in a post-Houllebecq speculative fiction, and as a Radiohead song, a postpunk disillusionment in a Neuronomancer biotech, using robotics and technology in a black, dystopian, puerile vision...

We are instead defining science as a corpus of induction-deduction, empiricism and explanation, dealing with the necessity of contingencies — to quote Melilloaux and his notion of (un)intuition — where the philosophy of the human being cannot deny the scientific preexisting cartographies.

THAN: Is it a crime to be disenchanted, and to develop an aesthetic of this distress, with and within the technologies normally used to wash our souls and treat our minds' afflictions? We are perhaps on the same platform: we use the same robot, the same software, the same sensors... you via sciences and me, anthropotechnicism... Several angels could be dancing on one pin's head... but don't be fooled by apparent similarity. How can we confuse one monochrome with another, just because they seem similar? Are you sure Malevich could be mistaken for Rauschenberg erasing a de Kooning drawing?

Transforming Geometries

Chuck Hoberman's work focuses on the notion of transformable design: objects, structures, and spaces that can change size and shape through the respective movements of their parts. The Expanding Sphere and Iris Dome could be considered as prototypes with multiple potential uses — from toys to buildings. The development of controlling surfaces defined by geometric transformation, with zero material thickness, has been combined with the rigorous design and engineering of hinged and folding mechanisms capable of expanding and contracting without colliding with neighboring components.

Hoberman's inspiration came from simple science-like structures such as elevator doors and the retractable telescopic arm of a shaving mirror. His objective was to imagine systems where changes in form and size would occur in three dimensions rather than on a single plane. The use of computers — in particular, customized commands for CAD drawings, or AutoLISP, which Hoberman coded himself — was crucial for solving the complex mathematical and geometrical calculations necessary to control the design and engineering of each component of the structure, later built as operational prototypes in collaboration with Bill Record. These projects have led to a series of industrial patents that Hoberman began to register in 1986.

The geometric and robotic ambitions of Hoberman's Transforming Sphere are self-evident. What is less apparent is the role that digital technology played in the engineering and invention of the patented mechanisms, movements, and spaces. Hoberman drafted the principles of transforming geometric motion and then wrote custom AutoLISP scripts to test the collisions and intersections that would define the material thickness, profile, and mechanism of these robotic structures.

The mechanisms were then manufactured at small scales using early 3-D printing technology and at larger scales using CNC router tables and lathes. Large-scale mechanical connections were made not by tooling or casting but by cutting solid aluminium billets into custom shapes and profiles. The Transforming Sphere changes size, whereas the Iris Dome has a variable oculus-like opening at its center. While mechanisms